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Abstract—Body Area Network WBAN) is technology emerge for 

delivering quality health care to users. Low power sensors attached 

to the different specific locations of body have very limited battery 

life. WBAN is future technology which concentrates on patient 

monitoring from far away using wireless sensors. Different types of 

routing protocols already proposed by authors in the past for 

efficient energy utilization in WBAN network, as energy is 

important parameter for longer network lifetime. This survey paper 

provides comparison and discussion of various work done by 

researchers in past in the field of Body Area Network.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 

Body Area Network (BAN) is one of the rapidly 

growing field in medical science using sensor technology. 

In past many authors surveyed possibilities of various 

aspect of WBAN structures and methodologies [1-6]. 

While Chen et al. [2]  first surveyed possibilities of BAN 

in 2011 and in the same year Latre et al. [1] discusses 

possibility of wireless body area network (WBAN). The 

WBAN used wireless sensors for patient monitoring and 

e-healthcare which can be used effectively for analysing 

patient’s important body parameters. This information can 

be utilized for medico-diagnosis and doctor’s 

recommendation to patient. A WBAN can have on-

physique and in-physique sensors (nodes) that 

systematically displays the wearer’s important experience 

for analysis and prescription. Wireless Body Area 

Network (WBAN) guarantees progressive answers for E-

Health. It consists of some of tiny devises referred to as 

“sensors” connected to the human body. These sensors 

constantly monitor the patient health, even as he's doing 

his daily interest, to be communicated to the specialized 

medical server or entity (physician, emergency, and 

laboratory). Some patients need a long time and real time 

supervision of their vital symptoms like ECG 

(electrocardiography) and glucose level. WBAN then, 

permits the early detection and intervention to keep the 

affected person existence. 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF BAN 

Due to trends and advances in Wireless sensor technologies, 

Wireless communications, and cellular computing give rise to 

an excellent broaden in capacities for assortment and 

evaluation of knowledge on the device itself. Additionally, the 

bill of electronic devices, sensors and of systems most likely, 

is reducing. One software subject which has acquired 

considerable attention has been the development of techniques 

for the remote monitoring of human body features and 

movement. Wireless physique area community (WBAN) is a 

body-centric wearable or implantable Wi-Fi sensor network 

ready to participate in actual time physiological knowledge 

assortment and transmission. It plays a large role in 

subsequent generation wireless networks and distant scientific 

techniques. There has been developing concentration from 

research corporations on WBAN not too long ago [1-5]. For 

effective deployment of physique field networks that may 

perform long-lasting and continuous monitoring of scientific 

parameters, it's main that the wearable and implantable 

devices ought to be small, light-weight and knowledgeable in 

vigor usage. Kinds of viable purpose of WBAN are strictly 

confined due to the fact of battery lifetime. The sensors 

employed in WBANs usually use batteries which might be 

seldom replaced or recharged, which makes energy efficiency 

some of the enormous obstacle to be viewed. It is 

cantered that wireless communication part is the highest 

power ingesting section on the sensor node. As a result, 

energy effectively optimization is pretty much required in 

WBANs [3-4]. 

A network is a set of nodes (fixed or mobile) connected by 

means of wired/ Wi-Fi communication links. A node can be a 
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computer, cell telephone, printer, pill or any other gadget able 

of sending and/or receiving data generated by means of other 

nodes of the community. WBANs facilitate Wi-Fi 

communications in or around a human body by using small 

Wi-Fi computing devices. Figure 1 indicates a common 

structure of a WBAN-situated wellness monitoring approach. 

Quite a lot of wellness parameters measuring instruments and 

sensors send information to regional personal server (PS) 

instruments. Then, over a Bluetooth/WLAN connection, it is 

communicated to a far off scientific doctor’s web site for 

actual time evaluation as well as to a medical database for 

document retaining, or to the corresponding apparatus that 

disorders an emergency alert. The structure of WBANs is 

labeled into 3 major categories situated on the performance of 

the nodes [2]:  

 Intra-BAN communications  

 Inter-BAN communications  

 Past-BAN communications  

These categories duvet quite a lot of elements that variety 

from simple to intricate design issues, and simplifies the 

formation of a factor-headquartered, efficient BAN system for 

a vast range of purposes. Express requirements can also be 

carried out in keeping with exact functions by customizing 

design components. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Assigning a weight or price operate to a route between two 

nodes (sensors and/AP/PS) established upon some efficiency 

parameters is a routing metric. This routing metric is then 

offered to a routing protocol extra to prefer a excellent 

(shortest) or low price most advantageous route between 

source and destination. With special optimization ambitions, 

exceptional forms of weight may also be assigned to a route in 

a routing protocol. The performance parameters in a wireless 

network may also be labeled as [10]: Per go with the flow; per 

node; per hyperlink; Inter flow; community wide parameters 

and so forth. Many routing metrics with different efficiency 

objectives has been proposed in literature so far, nonetheless 

new routing metrics are required to be found out and utilized 

to give a boost to the performance of routing protocols for 

highly dynamic Wi-Fi networks.  

De Couto et al.  [9], presented that minimum Hop relies 

metric (HOP) which is a simple routing metric that selects a 

minimal hop rely direction between supply and vacation spot 

just isn't ample for hyperlink determination. It states that there 

are a few minimal hop rely paths to be had between each pair 

of sensors in a multi hop wireless network. The minimum hop 

rely routing metric does now not recall QoS and vigor 

consumption problems and usually selects lengthy distance 

course with tremendously much less potential than the high-

quality route and resulting in bad efficiency. Its additional 

proposed that rather of utilizing minimal hop depend, link 

first-rate of paths must be considered even as picking a path in 

wireless networks.  

SamanehMovassaghi, MehranAbolhasan, and Justin 

Lipmanin [10], presented an assessment of routing protocols 

in WBANs. They have labeled routing protocols in BANs into 

five categories: temperature situated, cluster-established, pass 

layer, price-amazing and QoS-founded routing. It states that 

QoS-based routing protocols aim to accomplish the required 

QoS metrics. 

Gang Zhou et al. [11], submitted that great of carrier (or 

QoS) is among the features of any software and this style of 

research just isn't new; prior research has focused on 

managing and reserving assets in the internet, Wi-Fi networks, 

and ad hoc networks. 

M.A. Ameen, AhsanunNessa, and Kyung Sup Kwakin [12], 

offered that QoS has emerged as a most important quandary 

and research area in sensor community applications equivalent 

to WBANs and suggested more QoS precise WBAN study. 

There is also ought to have some MAC as well as routing 

protocols that may manage QoS in WBAN specifically so as 

to fortify the total performance. They appreciated of using 

some mechanism for monitoring of QoS in WBAN itself. 

They need to incorporate vigor effectively, as a QoS metric, as 

a major focus of study. 

M. Maalej, S. Cherif, and H. Besbesin  [13], proposed a 

WSN routing protocol for wildfire monitoring. Cooperative 

verbal exchange is utilized to counter the results of shadowing 

and to fortify community lifetime. Via sharing the assets 

between nodes the transmission fine is extended. A got sign 

force Indication (RSSI) centered reinforcement finding out 

system is proposed by means of opponent modeling, 

optimizing a cooperative verbal exchange protocol based on 

node’s power consumption. Their proposed protocol is vigor 

and high-quality-of-service aware cooperative routing 

protocol.  

A.S Ibrahim, Z. Han, and K.J. Ray Liuin [14], stated that 

minimal-power routing drawback is solved via proposing the 

minimum power Cooperative Routing (MPCR) method which 

rent cooperative conversation in Wi-Fi networks. Routes with 

minimum transmission vigor are outlined as ideal routes, 

guaranteeing some detailed degree of throughput. Routes are 

built as a cascade of the minimal-power single-relay 

constructing blocks from the source to the vacation spot. 

Yee Ming Chen, and Yi Jen Pengin [15], submitted an 

energy efficient fuzzy routing protocol in WBANs based on 

visitors load, battery power and hyperlink usages. The lifetime 

of a node is determined by: (1) the visitors load the node is 

routing, (2) the energy consumed expense even as transmitting 

or receiving the site visitors load, and (3) the residual power 

on the node. 

D. Djenouri and I. Balasinghamin  [16], have proposed 

LOCALMOR algorithm for biomedical sensor functions. The 

protocol design depends on traffic variety of exclusive 

functions and ensures a differentiation routing utilizing QoS 

metrics. It's situated on modular and scalable technique, the 

place the protocol operates in a allotted, localized, 

computation and reminiscence efficient method. Apart from 
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unique QOS metrics, scalability shouldn't be measured 

through this algorithm. 

A. Razzaque, C. S. Hong, and S. Leein  [17], have proposed 

DM QoS, a data centric multi objective QoS mindful routing 

protocol which presents personalized QoS services in line with 

exclusive types of site visitors generated for each traffic class 

differentiated in line with the generated data forms. It uses 

modular design architecture in which different items function 

in coordination to provide multiple QoS services. 

X. Liang,I. Balasingham and Sang-SeonByunin  [18], have 

proposed Reinforcement learning situated Routing Protocol 

with QoS help. On this protocol, notion of geographic location 

is viewed for routing. The entire nodes individually put in 

force reinforcement learning algorithm for resolution of 

routes. 

S. Kumar, B. Singh and S. Sharmain [19], grants a routing 

framework to assess the integrated link cost (ILC) in wireless 

Mesh Networks (WMNs) based on some pleasant of service 

(QoS) parameters. This method used to be founded on Fuzzy 

logic and the input parameters regarded are Throughput, 

prolong and Jitter. 

Viittala, Harri, MattiHamalainen, and JariIinatti in  [20], 

presents Routing in WBAN which can be focusing on routing 

taking place in private and native areas of WBAN. They used 

Fuzzy logic for most desirable resolution which wants less 

procedure power than normal approaches. Zone routing 

protocol is proposed protocol that's hybrid protocol, combo of 

reactive and proactive routing protocol. WBAN 

communication structure shall be divided into 3 

communication tiers are intra-WBAN, inter-WBAN and 

beyond-WBAN situated on the conversation arise on the 

physique. 

S. Sharma, S. Kumar and B. Singhin  [21], present a fuzzy 

good judgment based routing framework for wireless 

networks. This routing metric is additional utilized in wireless 

Mesh Networks (WMNs) to gift three new nature encouraged 

approaches. 

Kim, Tae-Yoon, SungkwanYoumin  [22], proposed a Multi 

hop WBAN building theme that has 3 operations: (1) the 

clustered topology setup, (2) mobility support, (3) 

transmission efficiency development. Present schemes work 

on 1-hop established famous person network that is precious 

just for brief fluctuate community on the reverse hand multi 

hop community have immeasurable benefits.  

He, Pengfei, Xiao Li,and  Long Yanin  [23], proposed body 

topology mannequin used to be made in particular situated on 

the specific spatial distribution of the medical sensors. They 

used two ad- hoc routing protocol AODV and DSDV for this 

model. Each of this protocol, AODV is extra right for 

transmission of competencies beneath kind setting. 

G. R. Tsouri, A. Prieto, and N. Argadein  [24], provided a 

reinforcement studying centered routing protocol with QoS 

help in biomedical sensor networks. Via making use of the 

strategy of computing device finding out, sensor node can 

estimate the QoS residences of all on hand routes and found 

the most suitable routing coverage by way of experiences and 

rewards. It was once proven that RL-QRP performs well in 

respects of QoS metrics and its good in incredibly dynamic 

environments. 

XiaohuiLiangt, Xu Lit, andQinghuaShent, in  [25], 

proposed a prediction-based comfy and trustworthy routing 

framework (PSR) for WBANs. This body work requires each 

and every sensor node to locally maintain a prediction model 

and acquire the nearby conditions within the instantaneous 

future. With the prediction outcome, the nodes can select the 

incidental links of the excellent exceptional for packet relay to 

toughen routing reliability and adaptively permit/disable 

source authentication operate to withstand knowledge 

injection attacks. 

 

A comparison table is made to show various works in WBAN 

field and table-1 is placed at last of this paper. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

WBAN is future of medical science for patient monitoring. 

There are various techniques used for WBAN implementation. 

This paper gives researchers a complete insight of major 

happenings in WBAN field. This will provide researchers a 

comparison and motivation to move forward in WBAN area of 

research. This paper concludes latest works and different 

algorithms implemented in BAN environment. This field is 

still in its child phase and worldwide researches are going on 

to make WBAN scenario more acceptable in medical industry.  
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Table 1. Comparison table showing various works in WBAN field 

Reference paper 

S.no. 

Work carried out in BAN field 

[1]-[8] Survey Paper on BAN, WBAN, WMN 

[9] Minimum Hop relies metric (HOP) 

[10] Routing protocols in BANs into five categories: temperature situated, cluster-established, pass layer, 

price-amazing and QoS-founded routing. 

[11] Great of carrier (or QoS) feature 

[12] More QoS precise WBAN study 

[13] Opponent modeling, optimizing a cooperative verbal exchange protocol based on node’s power 

consumption. 

[14] Minimum power Cooperative Routing (MPCR) method 

[15] Energy efficient fuzzy routing protocol in WBANs 

[16] LOCALMOR algorithm for biomedical sensor functions 

[17] DM QoS, a data centric multi objective QoS mindful routing protocol 

[18] Reinforcement learning situated Routing Protocol with QoS 

[19] Assess the integrated link cost (ILC) in wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) based on some pleasant of 

service (QoS) parameters. 

[20] Fuzzy logic based routing protocol 

[21] fuzzy good judgment based routing framework in WMN 
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[22] Multi hop WBAN 

[23] ad- hoc routing protocol AODV and DSDV in WBAN model 

[24] RL-QRP with QoS 

[25] Prediction-based comfy and trustworthy routing framework (PSR) for WBANs 

 

 


